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The Anti-Cancer Effect of Strained Photoactivatable 

Polypyridyl 

Ruthenium(II) Complexes on Non-Small-Cell Lung 

Cancer and Triple Negative Breast Cancer Cells 

 

 
Christelle C. Fayad 

 

ABSTRACT 

Ruthenium complexes have been recently reported as potential chemotherapeutic 

agents that offer tumor selectivity and low tumor resistance. Photoactivated 

chemotherapy consists of introducing a ‘prodrug’ that dissociates into toxic molecules 

upon light activation. The present study investigates the effect of four 

synthesized photoactivatable ruthenium II complexes on lung cancer (A549) and 

breast cancer (MDA-MB-231) cells. These compounds 

are [Ru(bpy)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C1), [Ru(phen)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C2), [Ru(BP)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C3

) and [Ru(BPS)2dmbpy]Na2 (C4). Cultured cancer cells were treated with the above 

complexes for 12 h and then irradiated with blue light for 30 min. Cell viability was 

then evaluated using WST-1, 72 hours post treatment.  The cellular uptake of various 

complexes at different time points was assessed using LC-MS/MS. Results showed 

that upon photoactivation, C3 exhibited the highest cytotoxicity (MDA-MB-231, IC50 

= 0.73µM; A549, IC50 = 1.26 µM) which correlated with the high cellular uptake. The 

phototoxicity indices (IC50 dark/IC50 light) of C3 were 6.56 and 4.64 for MDA-MB-

230 and A549 respectively. Determination of the octanol-water partition coefficient 

(log P) of the various complexes revealed that C3 is the most lipophilic which justifies 

its high cellular uptake and high cytotoxicity. ROS detection by DCFDA staining 

showed that upon treatment with C3 and C4, MDA-MB-231 produced high ROS 

levels that could have initiated cell death. Cytotoxicity against mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSCs) was assessed on the most effective compound C3 which exhibited 

minimal toxicity on MSCs in dark (IC50=74 µM vs 4.72 and 6.03 in A549 and MDA-

MB-231 respectively) but comparable toxicity to cancer cells in light (0.9 µM). Flow 

cytometry using Annexin/PI staining revealed a significant increase in early and late 

apoptotic MDA-MB-231 cells upon treatment with C3. Western blot analysis on 
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MDA-MB-231 cells treated with C3 showed a significant increase in BAX/Bcl2 ratio 

with no significant effect on Pro-caspase-3 expression. In conclusion, C3 was shown 

to be a potential selective photoactivatable chemotherapeutic complex that induces 

apoptosis through a caspase-3 independent intrinsic pathway.  

Keywords: Cancer, Photoactivation, Ruthenium, Apoptosis, Non-Small-Cell Lung 

Cancer (A549), Triple Negative Breast Cancer (MDA-MB-231). 
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Chapter one 

Introduction 
 

1. Cancer 

Cancer is a disease causing the second highest level of mortality in the world. In 2018, 

the reported cases were 18.1 million and the associated deaths were 9.6 million 

according to the world health organization WHO. There are many types of cancer, 

however the highest frequency is for lung, breast and colorectal cancers (Bradley, 

2018).  

 

1.1. Properties of cancer 

Cancer is a complex disease where cells from a certain tissue acquire the capability of 

becoming tumorigenic and eventually malignant. These cells acquire many 

characteristics with time to evolve finally into the neoplastic state (Hanahan & 

Weinberg, 2011a). These characteristics are: 

 

1.1.1. Sustained proliferation 

In normal tissue, proliferation and its signals are controlled. Growth factors bind to 

the cell surface receptor with generally an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain, the 

latter activates complex intracellular pathways that lead to cell growth (Lemmon & 

Schlessinger, 2010). However, in cancer cells, this system is dysregulated in many 

ways. Cancer cells can produce growth factors on their own and form autocrine 

proliferating loops (Nikki Cheng, Anna Chytil, Yu Shyr, Alison Joly, & Harold L. 

Moses, 2008). They can also send signals to neighboring normal cells to supply them 

with growth factors (Neilson, Bhowmick, & Moses, 2004). The dysregulation could 

also be caused by an over expressed receptor or structural modifications in the receptor 

that lead to ligand independent activation (Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011b).  

Any alteration in the downstream pathways could lead to excess proliferating signals 

as well. For example, a mutation in the Ras GTPase could lead to defects in a negative 

feedback loop that usually obstruct proliferation signals (Siwak et al., 2007). Another 

example is the mutations that cause unfunctional PTEN phosphatase which acts as 
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degrader for phosphatidylinositol(3,4,5) trisphosphate (PIP3), a product of PI3 -kinase 

(PI3K). This mutation promotes tumorigenesis (Jiang & Liu, 2008). 

 The mTOR kinase is involved in proliferation signaling as well. It is found both 

upstream and downstream of PI3K (Figure 1). In some cancers, mTOR acts by 

negative feedback to inhibit PI3K signaling. Any inhibition of mTOR by drugs such 

as rapamycin could lead to highly active PI3K and highly proliferating cells 

(Sudarsanam & Johnson, 2010).  These self-attenuating loops are present in many 

cancers. Disrupting them might lead to resistance against drugs targeting the 

proliferation pathways (Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011). 

 

1.1.2. Evading tumor suppressors 

Two prototypical tumor suppressor genes encode the p53 and the retinoblastoma- 

associated (RB) proteins. These tumor suppressors regulate proliferation and activate 

apoptosis or senescence. RB is activated by growth-inhibitory signals coming from 

outside the cell while p53 transduces stressful conditions facing the operating systems 

of the cell (Sage & Burkhart, 2008) . Low oxygen or glucose and cell damage are 

example of these stressful conditions that cause p53 to shutdown proliferation and 

initiate apoptosis. RB and p53 are part of redundant networks that act to halt 

proliferation (Sherr & McCormick, 2002). 

TGF-beta is also an antiproliferative agent. However, in late stage tumors its signaling 

is corrupted and might shift from suppressing proliferation to activating the epithelial-

to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) which triggers malignancy and invasion (Pickup, 

Novitskiy, & Moses, 2013).  
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Figure 1: The RAS and PI3K pathways leading to cell proliferation, survival and 

growth (Downward, 2008). Modified from Downward, 2008. 

 

1.1.3. Resisting apoptosis, autophagy and necrosis 

Apoptosis is the natural barrier against cancer (figure 2). Whenever oncogenic signals 

increase or DNA damage is caused by hyperproliferation, apoptosis is induced. 

Apoptotic pathways involve upstream regulators along with downstream effectors. 

The regulators themselves either receive death signals from outside the cell (extrinsic 

program) or from inside the cell (intrinsic program). Once activated these regulators 

recruit normally inactive caspases (8 and 9) that promote a cascade of proteolysis 

which degrades the cell and allow its consumption by neighboring cells or phagocytes 

(Willis & Adams, 2005).  

The connection between the regulators and effectors is controlled by the equilibrium 

between pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic proteins. The pro-apoptotic proteins are 

present in the mitochondrial outer-membrane and act by disrupting this membrane and 

provoking the release of other pro-apoptotic proteins, most importantly cytochrome-

c. In their turn, these proteins activate a cascade of caspases (Adams & Cory, 2007). 

The prototype anti-apoptotic protein is Bcl-2. Bcl-2 along with its relatives (Bcl-xL, 

A1, Mcl-1 and Bcl-w) inhibits apoptosis by capturing pro-apoptotic proteins such as 

Bax and Bak by their BH3 domain. This renders these mitochondrial membrane 

proteins inactive (Willis & Adams, 2005). 
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As mentioned previously, p53 induces apoptosis in response to DNA damage such as 

chromosomal abnormalities and stand breaks. P53 functions by increasing the levels 

of Noxa and Puma BH3- only. Yet another pathway leading to programmed cell death 

is the hyperactivity of oncoproteins such as Myc (Junttila & Evan, 2009).   

Cancer cell can evade these apoptotic pathways by many means such as the disruption 

of the extrinsic ligand-induced apoptosis and loss of function of tumor suppressors. 

They can also increase expression of anti-apoptotic proteins or decrease expression of 

pro-apoptotic proteins (Lowe, Cepero, & Evan, 2004). 

 

 

Figure 2: Apoptosis, a programmed cell death mechanism having an intrinsic 

pathway which leads to mitochondrial mediated death and an extrinsic pathway 

leading to receptor mediated death (Jan & Chaudhry, 2019). Adapted with 

permission under license CC BY 4.0. 
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Just like apoptosis, autophagy operates at basal levels in normal cells and is highly 

upregulated in case of cellular stress such as glucose deficiency. This mechanism 

breaks down cellular components to be used by other cells in energy production and 

anabolism (Levine & Kroemer, 2008). Beclin-1 protein is fundamental for autophagy. 

It contains a BH3 domain that allows it to bind Bcl-2. This way autophagy and 

apoptosis can work either independently or coherently against tumorigenesis. 

However, PI3K and its corresponding pathway inhibit autophagy when survival 

signals are released (Mizushima, 2007). It is worth mentioning that in case of 

starvation, certain cytotoxic drugs or radiation, autophagy is highly operating. 

However, it serves as a protection for cancer cells rather than destruction. This is due 

to severe stress condition and autophagy driving cancer cells into a dormant state. 

These cells can regrow later in case of harsh anti-cancer treatment. This situation is 

similar to that of TGF-beta. They both have paradoxical effects on tumors (White & 

DiPaola, 2009). 

Necrosis is another mechanism that cancer cells fight. It is when cells bloat and 

explode to release cellular components into the local microenvironment which is 

usually under genetic control. What makes it remarkable is that necrotic cells release 

pro-inflammatory signals into their microenvironment which is not seen particularly 

in autophagy nor in apoptosis. These signals recruit immune cells to the necrotic cell 

medium (Galluzzi & Kroemer, 2008).  

There has been compelling evidence that many immune cells aid cancer cells by 

promoting angiogenesis, invasiveness or proliferation. They can also secrete reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) which are highly mutagenic. Additionally, necrotic cells can 

produce bioactive regulatory factors that stimulate neighboring cells to proliferate. 

One example is interleukin- 1 alpha (IL-1alpha). Accordingly, tumor cells can tolerate 

some necrosis in order to promote inflammation and tumor growth (Grivennikov, 

Greten, & Karin, 2010). 

 

1.1.4. Enabling replicative immortality 

Immortalization is when cells continue to proliferate without senescence or death. 

There has been evidence of the role of telomeres in this unlimited proliferation. In 

normal cells, telomeres shorten gradually until they lose the ability to protect the edges 
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of chromosomes from fusing with each other. The fusion causes unstable DNA which 

threatens the cell viability. Telomerases are the polymerases that add repeats to the 

telomere ends. These are highly expressed and functional in spontaneously 

immortalized cells such as cancer cells (Blasco, 2005). 

 

1.1.5. Inducing angiogenesis 

Normally, the development of vasculature is only active in embryogenesis, female 

reproductive cycling and wound healing. However, during tumor progression, 

angiogenesis is always active and leads to the sprouting of new vessels to help sustain 

cancer cells (Hanahan & Folkman, 1996). There are angiogenic regulators that bind to 

endothelial cell surface receptors to either inhibit or induce angiogenesis. The 

archetypes of these inducers are vascular endothelial growth factor-A and 

thrombospondin-1, VEGF-A and TSP-1 respectively. VEGF-A is induced by 

oncogenes and by hypoxia and is a pro-angiogenic regulator (Baeriswyl, 2009). Yet 

TSP-1 suppresses angiogenesis (Kazerounian, Yee, & Lawler, 2008). 

 

1.1.6. Invasion and metastasis 

The onset of metastasis is when hyperplastic cells break the epithelium base membrane 

barrier. It’s when carcinomas alter their shapes and adhesions to neighbor cells and to 

the extracellular matrix (ECM). The main cause of this change is the downregulation 

or even the mutational inactivation of the adhesion molecule E-cadherin. This 

molecule is responsible for the assembly of the epithelium and the quiescence of cells 

within it as well as other adhesions molecules (Berx & van Roy, 2009). For example, 

N-cadherin, a molecule expressed in neuron migration and in mesenchymal cells, is 

upregulated in many invasive cancers (Christofori & Cavallaro, 2004). 

  

1.2. Enabling characteristics 

 To acquire these properties, cells need to accumulate alterations in the genome such 

as mutations especially in tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes. Acquiring each 

enabling mutation leads to the clonal expansion of the tumor. Alterations can also 

happen at the level of epigenetics such as histone modification and DNA methylation 

(Berdasco & Esteller, 2010). Mutations, however, are usually proof read by 

surveillance machinery of the genome that act to preserve its integrity. To resist these 
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systems, cancer cells often increase mutation rates by either increasing their 

susceptibility to mutagens or by compromising the genomic maintenance systems 

(Sigal & Rotter, 2000). Genomic instability is another enabling event caused by the 

loss of telomere ends. It could lead to amplification, deletion of chromosomal 

segments and thus karyotype instability (Artandi & DePinho, 2010). 

  

1.2.1. Carcinogens 

As already mentioned, the main cause of neoplasms is DNA mutations. Theses could 

occur randomly and spontaneously in the cell.  One example is the deamination of 

cytosine to uracil which can pair with adenine. Every day, around 400 cytosines can 

get modified into uracils. Other reactions that occur normally within the cell are 

oxidation, methylation and depurination which can all alter DNA. DNA mutation can 

also be caused by chemical assault of  what we call mutagens (Jobling, 2014). 

Examples are: 

• Base analogs that can incorporate into the DNA and eventually lead to 

substitutions. These include 5-bromouracil. 

• Base modifying agents such as hydroxylamine that alters cytosine into a 

derivative that binds to adenine instead. 

• Intercalating agents like ethidium bromide that insert in the DNA to distort it. 

It leads to insertions and deletions. 

• Cross-linking agents that crosslink distant parts of the DNA helix. One 

example is mitomycin C (Jobling, 2014). 

These mutagens are one type of carcinogens. The other type are epigenetic, non-

genotoxic modifiers. These cause aberrant regulation of genes involved in cell 

proliferation and those of tumor suppressors. Examples of non-genotoxic carcinogens 

are furan, arsenic and phenobarbital…(Kobets, Iatropoulos, & Williams, 2019). 

 

2. Breast cancer 

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer world-wide and the second leading 

cause of death. It affects nearly 2.1 million women each year and is the primary cause 

of mortality among women 45–55 years of age. The incidence of breast cancer is 

almost 1-in-8 women (Bradley, 2018). Breast tumors usually starts at the level of cells 

lining the ducts of milk (ductal cancers) or at the level of cells lining the lobules 
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(lobular cancers) while few tumors start in the other tissues. Risk factors of breast 

cancer include genetic predisposition, hormones, hormonal therapy and certain 

lifestyles (Sharma, Dave, Sanadya, Sharma, & Sharma, 2010). Genetic predisposition 

in breast cancer is very important because oncogenes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 

increase the risk of cancer to around 40 to 85%. Hormones also affect the risk to 

develop breast cancer. Moreover, hormone replacement therapy is corelated with 

breast cancers that are hormone receptor positive. Additionally, lifestyle is an 

important factor since obesity, alcohol consumption and sedentarity increase chances 

of this neoplasm (Shah, Rosso, & Nathanson, 2014).  

Early diagnosis is considered key to overcome the disease and there are many ways to 

diagnose it including self-examination, mammography, MRI and ultrasounds (Shah et 

al., 2014).  

As for treatment, options vary according to the stage of the tumor, its genetic profiling, 

and expressed markers. Surgery is performed to remove the tumor and it usually 

involves a lumpectomy or a mastectomy of one or both breasts. The neighboring 

lymph nodes can also be removed if the cancer is spread to them. Surgery is usually 

followed by radiation therapy of the chest. Chemotherapy might be given prior to 

radiotherapy, after radiotherapy or both. In the case of none metastatic tumor, the 

cancer can be hormone receptor positive (HR+) and human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2 negative (ErBB2-), hormone receptor positive (HR+) and erBB2 positive 

(ErBB2+) or triple negative (HR-/ErBB2-). For HR+/erBB2- cases, Tamoxifen is 

given to block estrogen receptors along with aromatase inhibitors which decrease 

blood estrogen levels. For HR+/erBB2+, Trastuzumab is given to block the ERBB2 

receptor. For the triple negative subtype (HR-/ErBB2-), only chemotherapeutics such 

as platinum drugs (cisplatin) are approved by the FDA for treatment. As for metastatic 

tumors, therapy intends to prolonging life and alleviating symptoms because 

metastatic breast cancer remain incurable in virtually all cases. In metastatic tumors, 

for HR+/ErBB2- cases, hormone therapy is given along with a cyclin dependent kinase 

(CDK) 4/6 inhibitor ( Abemaciclib) until the tumor becomes resistant and patients are 

transitioned to chemotherapy. In HR+/ErBB2+ cases, trastuzumab is given along with 

Taxan (a chemotherapeutic drug). In triple negative cancers, a single 

chemotherapeutic agent remains the only option (Waks & Winer, 2019). 

One of the breast cancer cell lines currently used is MDA-MB-231. The MDA-MB-

231 is a cell line that was isolated from a the metastatic breast carcinoma of a 51-year-
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old female. It is commonly used in medical research. It is a triple- negative breast 

cancer lacking amplification of hormone receptors, poorly differentiated, and highly 

aggressive and invasive (Welsh, 2013). 

 

3. Lung cancer 

Lung cancer was the most common cancer in the world for a few decades. It  is now 

considered the third most common cancer after breast and prostate cancer while still 

maintaining the highest percentages of cancer related-deaths (22 %). Its high death 

rate is associated with poor prognosis and a 5-year survival of only 17.8% (Bradley, 

2018).  

There are two main types of lung cancer: small-cell lung carcinoma and non-small-

cell lung carcinoma or NSCLC, the majority being NSCLC. NSCLC is subdivided 

into large-cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and squamous-cell carcinoma. One of the 

major contributing factor to lung cancer is cigarette smoking along with some 

environmental factor and genetic disposition (Hammerschmidt & Wirtz, 2009).  

Diagnosis is usually through positron emission tomography with computed 

tomography (PET-CT) scans and endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) for mediastinal 

lymph node sampling. These methods help in accurately staging the tumor and finding 

out its biomarkers. According to the stage and type of the tumor, therapy options are 

as follows: surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy and targeted therapy 

against the expressed biomarkers. Thoracic surgery is usually performed in early 

stages for lobectomies (lung resections). The newest surgery techniques include video-

assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) that allow a more precise lobectomy. In cases 

where patient’s health forbids surgery, radiotherapy is performed in early stages. 

Stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) is a technique that delivers radiation with 

high precision using a system coordinated to the movements of the respiratory cycle. 

Systemic therapy used in lung cancer is tailored to the tumor type (Jones & Baldwin, 

2018) . For instance, many NSCLC tumors have the epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR), a tyrosine kinase mutated. In these cases, treatment is by erlotinib or gefitinib 

which are tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Other tumors expressing K-RAS, a mutated 

oncogene responsible for over proliferation, are treated by crizotinib which is a RAS 

inhibitor (Zappa & Mousa, 2016). 
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One of the lung cancer cell lines used is A549. A549 is a NSCLC that was established 

from a pulmonary adenocarcinoma of a Caucasian male. It was used in cancer research 

but later more in respiratory research since it belonged to the alveolar type 2 

pneumonocytes of the lungs that could produce surfactants (Giard et al., 1973).  

 

4. Mechanisms of Cell death  
 

4.1. Apoptosis  

Apoptosis or programmed cell death is a type of defense mechanism against noxious 

agents or diseases that affect cells. In many cases, cancer chemotherapy leads to DNA 

damage in cells which results in apoptotic death. The two main apoptotic pathways 

are: the intrinsic (mitochondrial) pathway and the extrinsic (death receptor) pathway 

(figure 2). These two pathways meet in the execution pathway which is an endpoint 

pathway. It is initiated by cleavage of caspase-3 and subsequently leads to degradation 

of DNA and cellular proteins and formation of apoptotic bodies. The cell is then 

recognized by phagocytic cells because of the expression of certain ligands. These 

phagocytic cells finally ingest the apoptotic cell (Jan & Chaudhry, 2019).  

 

4.1.1. Intrinsic pathway 

Multiple stimuli activate the intrinsic pathway by producing intracellular signals. 

Some of these signals are negative signals caused by the absence of certain growth 

factors, cytokines and hormones while others are positive signals caused by cellular 

stress. All these signals contribute to alterations in the inner mitochondrial membrane 

and release of normally sequestered pro-apoptotic proteins such as cytochrome c, the 

serine protease HtrA2/Omi and Smac/DIABLO into the cytosol. Cytochrome c binds 

to Apaf-1 and pro-caspase-9 to activate them forming apoptosomes. Whereas, 

Smac/DIABLO and HtrA2/Omi inhibit IAP (inhibitors of apoptosis proteins). AIF, 

CAD and endonuclease G, a second group of pro-apoptotic proteins,  are released into 

the cytosol later in apoptosis. These migrate to the nucleus to cause DNA 

fragmentation (Adams & Cory, 2007).  

The Bcl-2 family of proteins can be either pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic because of 

their ability to control mitochondrial membrane permeability and thus cytochrome C 

release. The anti-apoptotic proteins are Bcl-2, Bcl-w, Bcl-x, Bcl-XL, Bcl-XS, and 
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BAG while the pro-apoptotic proteins are Bcl-10, Bax, Bad, Bim, Bik, Bak, Bid, and 

Blk.  

Serine phosphorylation of Bad (pro-apoptotic protein) trapes it in the cytosol but loss 

of phosphorylation allows its translocation to the mitochondria to activate the release 

of cytochrome C. Bad can also sequester Bcl-Xl or Bcl-2 which neutralizes their effect 

and promotes cell death. If not sequestered by Bad, Bcl-2 and Bcl-Xl can block the 

release of cytochrome C from the mitochondria. 

Similarly, Noxa and Puma are two other members of the Bcl2 family are pro-apoptotic 

and involved in p53-mediated apoptosis. Localization of Noxa in the mitochondria 

inhibits the activity of anti-apoptotic proteins, resulting in the activation of caspase-9. 

Whereas overexpression of Puma increases BAX expression which translocates to the 

mitochondria causing cytochrome c release (Willis & Adams, 2005). 

 

4.1.2. Extrinsic pathway 

The cascade of events in the extrinsic phase starts by binding of the death receptors to 

a homologous ligand. Then cytoplasmic adapter proteins having corresponding death 

domains bind to the receptors. For example, the Fas ligand binds to Fas receptor which 

results in the binding of FADD the adapter protein. Similarly, the TNF ligand binds 

to the TNF receptor which allows the binding of TRADD the adapter protein and the 

recruitment of RIP and FADD. FADD then interacts with procaspase-8. A death-

inducing signaling complex (DISC) is assembled and it results in the auto-catalytic 

activation of procaspase-8 (Elmore, 2007). 

 

4.1.3. Execution pathway 

Caspase-3, caspase-6, and caspase-7 are the “executioner” caspases. They work by 

cleaving various proteins causing the biochemical and morphological changes 

observed in apoptotic cells. Caspase-3 is activated by any of the initiator caspases (8, 

9, 10). It then activates the endonuclease CAD which in turn causes chromatin 

condensation and degrades chromosomal DNA. The appearance of phosphatidylserine 

on the outer leaflet of apoptotic cells is either caspase dependent or independent. It 

allows non-inflammatory phagocytic recognition and ultimate disposal of apoptotic 

cells (Elmore, 2007). 
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4.2. Caspase 3 independent apoptosis 

Two different models were proposed as a mean for caspase independent cell death 

(CICD). One explains CICD by mitochondrial permeabilization actively promoting 

this death while the other describes CICD as a result of loss of mitochondrial function. 

The active role of the mitochondria has been described as the release of toxic proteins, 

such as HtrA2/Omi, endonuclease G (endoG) or AIF from the mitochondrial 

intermembrane space. However, the role of these proteins in the mediation of CICD 

is not definitively proven. While in the other proposed mechanism, after mitochondrial 

permeabilization, the activity of respiratory complexes I and IV is rapidly lost and the 

cell is no longer viable. A third mechanism could incorporate both an active role of 

the mitochondria and its loss of function. During this process, the mitochondrial FoF1 

ATPase undergoes function reversal which leads to ATP hydrolysis generally 

observed after mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization. ATP is thus 

consumed to preserve mitochondrial membrane potential. Mitochondria contributes 

therefore to ATP depletion and acceleration of CICD. However, in support of the 

active mitochondrial role, cells depleted of mitochondria can survive for more than 4 

days which is a longer time than what it takes to execute CICD (Tait, Ichim, & Green, 

2014).  

 

4.3. Necrosis  

This process is induced by external injury, such as inflammation or hypoxia. In 

necrosis, various pro‐inflammatory proteins and molecules such as nuclear factor‐κB 

are upregulated which results in cell membrane rupture and eventually spillage of the 

cell contents into surrounding areas. That’s why necrosis is characterized by tissue 

damage and a cascade of inflammation. Necrosis is not dependent on energy unlike 

apoptosis. The cell gets severely damaged because of a sudden injury and is no longer 

able to function. It loses homoeostasis with its environment and thus reacts by swelling 

(oncosis) and eventually rupturing. Necrosis can be mistaken with the endpoint of 

apoptosis in cell culture because apoptotic bodies eventually lose their membrane 

integrity and are not cleared out by phagocytosis (D’Arcy, 2019). 
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 4.4. Autophagy 

It is a process where cellular components such as proteins are packaged into lysosomes 

to get degraded. The lysosomes digest these components and the resulting products 

are either recycled into new organelles and/or cellular structures. Alternatively, these 

products can be processed further to be used as an energy source. This type of cell 

death can be induced by a variety of stress signals, most notably nutrient deprivation. 

It can also be initiated by signals abundant during embryogenesis and cellular 

differentiation (Mizushima, 2007).  

 

4.5. Pyroptosis 

This process has been observed in the cardiovascular system and in the central nervous 

system especially in cases of infections. Through this mechanism, caspase-1 activates 

inflammatory cytokines interleukin 1β (IL‐1β) and interleukin 18 (IL‐18) resulting in 

an apoptosis that is concurrent with the release of inflammatory cytokines into the 

environment of the cell. Caspase-1 activation also leads to pore formation in the  

plasma membrane. Ions flow out the cell, the cell swells and eventually lyses. 

Pyroptosis maintains nuclear integrity unlike apoptosis hence DNA is not fragmented 

(D’Arcy, 2019). 

 

4.6. Necroptosis 

It’s a type of necrosis that is highly regulated. This pathway is activated by death 

receptors such as tumor necrosis factor receptor 1 (TNFR1). When a ligand binds to 

TNFR1, pro‐ survival complex I is deubiquitinated which results in the formation of 

complex IIa or IIb. Generally, complex IIa activates caspase-8 and results in apoptosis. 

Yet, when caspase-8 is inhibited, complex IIb is recruited to activate necroptosis. 

Receptor interacting protein RIP1 activates RIP3 by inducing auto and trans‐

phosphorylation. RIP3 is subsequently oligomerized and a necrosome (multiprotein 

complex) is formed. Mixed lineage kinase domain‐like pseudo kinase (MLKL) is also 

involved in this mechanism. RIP3 recruits MLKL by  phosphorylation. Then, MLKL 

oligomerizes and migrates to the cell membrane to execute membrane 

permeabilization, probably by binding to phosphatidylinositol lipids. This results in 

necrosis and cell death (Tait et al., 2014). 
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5. Cancer therapy 

There are different treatment types. The optimal treatment is chosen based on the 

location, the size and the stage of the tumor. The choice is also based on the general 

health of the patient (Arruebo et al., 2011).  

 

5.1. Surgery 

Surgeons Bilroth, Handley and Halsted performed cancer operations and removed 

tumors along with lymph nodes after the invention of anesthesia in 1846. Later Paget, 

a surgeon found that cancer cells spread from their primary tumor to other organs 

through the blood stream (Harvey, 1976). The more the mechanisms of cancer 

metastasis were understood the more the limitations of cancer surgery were 

recognized. In the 1970s, imaging techniques such as ultrasound (sonography), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), and positron 

emission tomography (PET) progressed and were used instead of exploratory 

operations. Using miniature imaging and endoscopy, surgeons were able to ablate 

esophagus, colon and bladder tumors. Recently, less invasive ways of eradicating 

tumors are being designed. For example, cryosurgery involves liquid nitrogen to 

freeze and kill cancer cells. Lasers can be also used to remove tumor tissue from the 

skin, liver, larynx, cervix, rectum… (Sudhakar, 2009). 

 

5.2. Radiation therapy 

Radiation was first introduced by Becquerel and Rontgen in 1896. The use of 

computers allows three-dimensional X-ray therapy, such as intensity-modulated 

radiation therapy (IMRT) using maps from CT scans. This three-dimensional 

technique protects neighboring normal tissues (Arruebo et al., 2011). The most 

advanced scanning technology with radiotherapy is four-dimensional radiotherapy, 

which records tumor movement in video (Timmerman, 2010). 

 

5.4. Magnetic hyperthermia and thermal ablation  

 Magnetic hyperthermia is the use of ferromagnetic or superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles that emit heat after exposure to magnetic fields (figure 3). Such 

nanoparticles include the widely studied SPIONS molecules (Hervault & Thanh, Nguy 
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n Thị Kim, 2014). Encapsulating chemotherapeutic agents and SPIONS together in 

nanoparticles has been successful (Grillone et al., 2015). Thermal ablation of tumors 

occurs through hyperthermia or hypothermia because cell necrosis happens at 

temperatures below -40 0 C and above 60 0 C. In hypothermal ablation, argon gas is 

used and ice crystals form after cooling which destroys cancer cells. Whereas in 

hyperthermal ablation, laser, microwave or radiofrequency is used (Brace, 2011).   

 

5.5. Pharmacotherapy 

5.5.1. Hormonal therapy 

Late in the 19th century, Thomas Beatson observed that the breasts of rabbits stopped 

the production of milk after the ablation of the ovaries. After that, scientists discovered 

that metastatic prostate cancer regresses significantly following testes removal. 

Nowadays, classes of drugs such as aromatase inhibitors and luteinizing hormone 

releasing hormone analogs are used to treat prostate and breast cancers or to prevent 

them (Sudhakar, 2009). 

 

5.5.2.  Immunotherapy 

This type of therapy involves the use of biological components naturally synthesized 

by the human body to fight cancer (figure 3). These components can be produced in 

laboratory and they include antibodies, interleukins, interferons, cytokines… In the 

1990, monoclonal antibodies targeting many types of cancer were produced such as 

trastuzumab to treat breast cancer and rituximab to treat lymphomas. Recently, 

vaccines were also used to elevate the immune response in various cancers (Sudhakar, 

2009). Immunotherapy offers specificity and limited toxicity in treating cancer 

(Arruebo et al., 2011). 

 

5.5.3.  Nanomedicine 

It involves the use of nanoparticles that encapsulate drug molecules (figure 3). This 

technique improves the bioavailability, the solubility and availability of 

chemotherapeutic drugs in tumors. This improvement is largely due to the size of 1-

1000 nm of the nanomolecule along with its high surface-to-volume ratio (Tinkle et 

al., 2014). An example of these molecules is Auroshell, a gold shell covered by PEG 
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approved by the FDA in 2012 and used as a photodynamic agent in the treatment of 

breast cancer (Kim & Jeong, 2017). 

 

5.5.4. Natural antioxidants  

They include bioactive molecules extracted from plants, vitamins and polyphenols 

(figure 3). They are investigated for their preventive role and therapeutic role as well. 

However, it is a challenge to include them in clinical practice because of their toxicity 

and limited bioavailability (Pucci, Martinelli, & Ciofani, 2019). An example of natural 

antioxidants is Curcumin which is extracted from turmeric. It has shown to have great 

anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidant and anti-cancer properties in many cancers 

(Kocaadam & Şanlier, 2017).  

 

5.5.5. Gene therapy 

Gene therapy is the insertion of the normal copy of the defective gene in the DNA 

(figure 3). Different approaches under study include the expression of apoptotic genes, 

normal tumor suppressor genes and silencing of oncogenes. An examples of these 

approaches is the gene delivery of p53 using different vectors. Genicidine, for example 

is wildtype p53 carried by an adenovirus; it induced tumor regression when combined 

with radiotherapy in cases of head and neck cancers (J. Raty, J. Pikkarainen, T. Wirth, 

& S. Yla-Herttuala, 2008). The use of siRNA for gene silencing has been also 

investigated. Targets of siRNAs include cell proliferation and metastasis genes, anti-

apoptotic proteins… Because of the many challenges siRNA face in vivo, researchers 

are trying to couple them to liposomes and lipid nanoparticles (Pucci et al., 2019).  
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Figure 3: Cancer therapy innovations include nanomedicine, natural oxidants, 

targeted therapy, immunotherapy, gene therapy, thermal ablation and magnetic 

hyperthermia (Pucci et al., 2019). Adapted with permission under license CC BY 

4.0. 

 

5.5.6.  Chemotherapy  

Paul Ehelich, a German scientist was interested in alkylating agents and came up with 

the term “chemotherapy” to describe the treatment of cancer with chemicals. During 

both World Wars, it was observed that some soldiers exhibited low levels of 

leucocytes upon exposure to mustard gas. This encouraged the use of nitrogen mustard 

to treat lymphomas by Gilman in 1943. This was the first form of chemotherapy. Later, 

alkylating agents such as chlorambucil and cyclophosphamide were used (Arruebo et 

al., 2011).  

Methotrexate, a folate antagonist, was developed in 1948. 6-thioquanine and 6-

mercaptopurine were developed in 1951. All of these drugs were used to treat 

leukemia (Farber, Diamond, Mercer, Sylvester, & Wolff, 1948; Hitchings & Elion, 

1954). As for solid tumor treatment, 5-fluorouracil was developed and used against 

head, neck and colorectal cancer (Duschinsky et al., 1957). In the 1960s, Cisplatin was 

designed and is now used to treat a variety of tumors including neck, ovarian, bladder 

cancers…(Dasari & Bernard Tchounwou, 2014). During that time, only monotherapy 

was applied and it achieved modest responses in some cases (Pearson & Eliel, 1949). 
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In the 1970, the combination of many agents such as nitrogen mustard and 

methotrexate was the first used as combination therapy (DeVita, DeVita-Raeburn, & 

Moxley, 2016).  

Treatment in the early twenty-first century was based on the administration of high 

doses of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents that affected all actively dividing cells 

including malignant and normal cells. This strategy of treatment may have achieved 

tumor eradication but it was coupled to high systemic toxicity. Because of this issue, 

the search for new types of therapy that targeted cancer cells more than normal cells 

became a priority (Heron, Shogan, & Mucenski, 2008).  

  

5.5.6.1. Platinum based chemotherapy 

A well-known and widely used platinum chemotherapeutic is Cisplatin. Cisplatin or 

cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II) has been used for treatment of various human 

cancers. Other derivatives of this drug are carboplatin and oxaliplatin (figure 4). The 

mode of action of Cisplatin has been associated to its ability to crosslink with the 

purine bases of the DNA. This way it could interfere with repair mechanisms, to cause 

DNA damage, and eventually cause apoptosis in cancer cells (Dasari & Bernard 

Tchounwou, 2014).  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Chemical structures of derivatives of cisplatin: A- cisplatin; B-

carboplatin; C- ormaplatin; D- oxaliplatin (Weiss & Christian, 1993). Modified 

from Weiss & Christian, 1993. 
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Although widely used, this drug is associated with many side effects such as 

ototoxicity, neuromuscular complications, gastro intestinal problems and renal tubular 

injury. Moreover, its use is facing a lot of primary or acquired resistance (Brabec & 

Kasparkova, 2005). Since Cisplatin’s main mechanism is through DNA damage, 

cancer cells have many mechanisms to overcome the toxicity of this drug such as 

inhibiting the drug’s uptake, enhancing its efflux outside the cell, inactivating it by 

molecules such as glutathione (GSH) and accelerating DNA repair (Siddik, 2006).  

These adversities faced by Platinum chemotherapy lead to the search for new metal 

based drugs with promising effects. Ruthenium is one of the most important (Ingo Ott 

& Ronald Gust, 2007). 

6. Targeted cancer therapy  

Normal chemotherapeutic drugs have low specificity and induce high system toxicity. 

That’s why researchers are trying to find drugs that accumulate in the tumor desired 

areas which limit their toxicity on normal tissues elsewhere. Nanomedicine, 

immunotherapy, PDT and PACT are considered targeted approaches (Pucci et al., 

2019). The first targeted therapy that was approved by the FDA in 1998 was 

trastuzumab. This drug was a IgG1-kappa monoclonal antibody targeting the HER-2 

receptor that is overexpressed in 20-25% of breast cancer (Boekhout, Beijnen, & 

Schellens, 2011). Other targeted drugs are in the market these days for the treatment 

of different neoplasms. For instance, Alemtuzumab, a CD52 blocker is used to treat 

some Lymphomas and Sorafenib, a multi-tyrosine inhibitor is used to treat some renal 

Cancers (Heron et al., 2008).  

 

6.1. Photoactivated chemotherapy (PACT) 

It is considered a good strategy for cancer selectivity because it gives the ability to 

introduce an inactive “prodrug” and make it active only after photoactivation in the 

specific tumor tissue (Denny, 2001). Metals are often invested in PACT because they 

can be irradiated with UVA or visible light unlike organic compounds. More 

specifically, transition metals that have d3 and d6 electronic configurations are of great 

interest. In PACT, the cytotoxic agent is caged (figure 5). Upon irradiation, the caging 

molecule is released leaving the drug free and active (Li, Gorle, Sundaraneedi, Keene, 

& Collins, 2018). The first attempt at PACT in inorganic chemistry was by Morrison 
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et al, with the complex [Rh(bpy)2Cl2]Cl2 or ‘photocisplatin’ that was activated by UV 

light (Mahnken, Billadeau, Nikonowicz, & Morrison, 1992).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Photoactivated chemotherapy model where a prodrug dissociates upon 

light activation into toxic metal and ligand (Bonnet, 2018a). Modified from Bonnet, 

2018 

 

6.1.1. Energy transitions in an excited metal   

The photochemical behavior of a non-organic system varies according to the nature of 

T1 which is the lowest triplet state. This is explained in the Jablonski energy diagram 

(figure 6) (Farrer, Salassa, & Sadler, 2009a). 
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many interactions with ground state oxygen molecules to produce excited state 

oxygens and radical oxygens (figure 7). The efficacy of the photosensitizer is 

determined by quantum yield ΦΔ which is the number of molecules reacting for each 

quantum of radiation energy absorbed. It cannot exceed one (Stacey & Pope, 2013). 

There are two types of PDT. Type 1 involves the redox property of the photosensitizer 

which produces radical ions. This allows substrates to directly react with oxygen to 

produce Hydrogen Peroxide and hydroxyl radicals which are highly cytotoxic. In a 

Type 2 process, energy is transferred from triplet excited state of the photosensitizer 

to oxygen to give 1O2. The singlet oxygen has 2 forms:  1g and 1g. 1g is the 

cytotoxic form. The photodynamic therapy technique is clinically applied; Photofrin, 

a hemotoporphyrin derivative was the first approved photosensitizer used for cancer 

treatment. Later other PDT agents were introduced into the market such as Foscan and 

Visudyne. Currently, many others are studied. For instance, Ruthenium(II) complexes 

are extensively investigated as potential PDT agents because of their octahedral 

geometry allowing various ligand insertions to shape their photophysical properties 

(Liu et al., 2018). 

 One major challenge currently faced by PDT is that its effectiveness is dictated by the 

amount of O2 in the tumor. This abrogates its effect in hypoxic environments (Stacey 

& Pope, 2013). 

 

Figure 7: PDT mechanism where a photosensitizer undergoes excitation to later 

produce ROS or exited state oxygen (Yu et al., 2019). Modified from Yu et al., 2019. 
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6.3. Mechanism of anti-cancer effect of PACT and PDT 

• Photodissociation along with redox changes: irradiation causes release of the metal 

that interacts with a biological component such as Platinum (Pt) intercalating in 

DNA or release of bioactive molecule such as CO or NO 

• Photosensitization: the type 2 process of photodynamic therapy (PDT) where 

reactive singlet oxygen are formed after of the exited metal complex reacts with a 

triplet oxygen at ground state. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) cause damage to 

tumor cells by DNA and protein destruction along with cell lysis. The efficiency 

of the PDT system is determined by the quantum yield of the singlet oxygen (ΦΔ). 

• Photothermal reaction: the exited state energy is converted to heat. In the absence 

of radiative emission, this heat can destroy the tumor (Farrer et al., 2009).  

 

7. Ruthenium based therapy 

7.1. Chemical and physical properties of Ruthenium 

Ruthenium Ru is a transitional metal of the platinum group. It is found in the group 

8B of the periodic table. It was thought to have similar anticancer effects to that of 

platinum (Heffeter et al., 2008). Ruthenium has 3 oxidation states under physiological 

conditions: Ru(II), (III) and (IV). These states usually have a hexacoordinate Ru center 

with octahedral geometry. Ru(III)  can be used a prodrug since in normal tissue it is 

inert. When it reaches the hypoxic and acidic tumor environment, it will be reduced 

into Ru(II), the cytotoxic state that has many mechanisms of action discussed later on 

(Emmanuel S. Antonarakis, Ashkan Emadi, 2010). The Ru(IV) oxidation hasn’t been 

developed further since it is highly unstable (Lin, Zhao, Bo, Hao, & Wang, 2018). 

Similar to Pt, Ru(II) and Ru(III) have high kinetic stability. The ligand exchange 

kinetics are in order of minutes to days (Jan R26,27eedijk, 2003).  

Since cancerous cells are rapidly dividing, they require more iron. This is why these 

cells upregulate their transferrin receptors. This way they can trap more iron-bound 

transferrin. Ruthenium can bind transferrin just like iron. This will lead to the 

accumulation of ruthenium in cancer cells between 2-to-10 folds more than in normal 

cells. This contributes to a selective toxicity of Ruthenium. Ideally only targeting 

cancer cells (G Sava & A Bergamo, 2000). 
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7.2. Difference between Ru and Pt    

Ruthenium has many advantages over Platinum. One way they diverge is that 

ruthenium tends to accumulate more in solid tumor tissue since it is actively 

transported into cancerous cells as a ruthenium-transferrin complex (Bergamo, Riedel, 

Dyson, & Sava, 2015). Another way is that Ruthenium is in its inactive Ru(III) form 

in normal tissue however when it faces the hypoxic and acidic tumor environment it 

undergoes an activation by reduction to the Ru(II) state (Schluga et al., 2006). Ru(II) 

is therefore selective to hypoxic solid tumors that are sometimes resistant to many 

types of therapies (Rockwell, Dobrucki, Kim, Marrison, & Vu, 2009). Last but not 

least, some ruthenium complexes showed antimetastatic effects (Bergamo, Masi, 

Dyson, & Sava, 2008).  

 

7.3. Mechanism of ruthenium complexes  

Ruthenium complexes have many mechanisms of actions targeting telomeric DNA, 

transcription and replication of DNA or the related enzymes (Jain et al., 2018). These 

complexes can also interfere with the cell cycle (Kou et al., 2012). Moreover, they can 

prevent the binding of RNA polymerase or exonucleases to DNA which induces cell 

death (Le Gac et al., 2009). 

 

7.3.1 Effect on g4 and topoisomerase 

Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes were shown to bind to G- quadruplex (G4) of the 

telomeres which hindered telomerase activity and replication of cancer cells (Rajput, 

Rutkaite, Swanson, Haq, & Thomas, 2006). Ru complexes were inhibitors of 

topoisomerases. The focus in developing these compounds was to target both Topo I 

and Topo II at the same time since one can compensate the work of the other (Kou et 

al., 2012). Other compounds were also made to target topoisomerases along with G4-

DNA which was effective in some resistant tumors (Guoliang Liao et al., 2015). 

 

7.3.2. Effect on organelles  

Ru was found to accumulate more in the mitochondria, lysosome and endoplasmic 

reticulum than in the nucleus (figure 8). Mitochondria are key targets of Ruthenium 

(Lin et al., 2018). It dramatically alters their membrane potential which leads to their 
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malfunctioning and eventually the activation of apoptotic pathways (Wang, J. et al., 

2014). The endoplasmic reticulum is important in cancer cell apoptosis, resistance and 

autophagy. Ruthenium targets this organelle by provoking endoplasmic reticulum 

stress (ERS) or oxidative stress which induces apoptosis by caspases (Gill et al., 2013). 

Another way ruthenium complexes can cause apoptosis is by targeting lysosomes. 

They allow the production of autolysosome and the release of hydrolases (Tan et al., 

2010a). 

 

7.3.3. Effect on cell membrane 

It has been observed that ruthenium complexes with phenylterpyridine derivatives 

alter the permeability of the cell membrane to allow cell content to flow out and induce 

apoptosis (Deng et al., 2017). 

 

7.3.4. Effect on angiogenesis 

 Some Ru compounds have good antiangiogenic properties. NAMI-A is an example 

of these compounds, it decreased vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-

mediated angiogenesis in tumors by capturing NO involved in the nitric oxide synthase 

(NOS) pathway (L Morbidelli et al., 2003). 

 

  

Figure 8: The many mechanisms of action of Ruthenium complexes targeting the 

different compartments of the cell (Lin et al., 2018). Adapted with permission 

under license CC BY 4.0. 
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7.4. Examples of Ruthenium compounds under study 
 

7.4.1. NAMI-A 

[ImH][trans-RuCl4(DMSO)(Im)] is a Ru(III) complex that showed potent anti-cancer 

activity and significant anti-metastatic ability. It was the first of its kind to reach 

clinical trials. It passed phase I clinical trial however in phase II, it showed severe side 

effects in patients so it was not tested further (Bergamo et al., 2015). 

 

7.4.2. KP109 

[InH][trans-RuCl4(In)2]  where In = indazole, is also a Ru(III) complex with two 

indazole heterocycles bound to the metal center by nitrogen atoms. It has good 

cytotoxicity and causes apoptosis in cells and tumor models. The investigation reached 

phase II however it stopped because of many problems faced such as the lack of water 

solubility, poor efficacy and safety (Heffeter et al., 2008). A sodium salt KP1019 

analog (KP1339)  is now under investigation in vitro (Wernitznig et al., 2019). 

 

7.4.3.  RAPTA-B,C or T 

Characterized by phosphoadamantane coordinates. They were developed in 2004 

(Vock et al., 2006). These compounds presented mild cytotoxicity on cancer cells 

however they were highly selective for tumors in vivo (Vock et al., 2006). RAPTA-C 

conjugated fructose micelles were lately investigated for their anti-metastatic 

properties in ovarian cancer and were shown to exhibit low systemic toxicity and anti-

invasion properties (Lu et al., 2019). 
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Figure 9: Previously characterized Ruthenium complexes: a) NAMI-A b) KP109 

c)RAPTA-C (Li et al., 2018). Modified from Li et al., 2018. 

 

7.4.4.  Inert Polypyridyl ruthenium(II) complexes  

They can be readily synthesized and mononuclear chiral complexes can be resolved 

into the  and  isomers which bind differently to chiral biological features such as 

proteins, RNA and DNA (Li et al., 2018).  

Mononuclear polypyridyl ruthenium (II) complexes containing a -carboline ligand 

(alkaloid with broad spectrum of biological functions and DNA intercalation ability) 

were characterized by Xu et al. The group tested their effect against MCF-7, MCF-10, 

HepG2 and HeLa cell lines and observed that one of the complexes had better 

antiproliferative ability than cisplatin (Tan et al., 2010b). 

Similarly, Dyson and co-workers studied the effect of ruthenium complexes having 

2,20 bipyridine ligands against A2780 and A2780cisR (cisplatin resistant) cell lines. 

The most hydrophobic complex studied, [Ru{4,40-(diethylamine)2bpy}3]2+ was 

highly active (IC50 < 1 M) , whereas the less lipophilic complexes were inactive 

(IC50 > 150 M) (Zava et al., 2009). 

Thomas and co-workers described potent complexes: [Ru(phen)2(tpphz)]2+ and 

[Ru(bpy)2(tpphz)]2+ where tpphz =tetrapyridophenazine. These compounds had a 
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comparable cytotoxicity to cisplatin against cancer cell lines (Gill, Derrat, Smythe, 

Battaglia, & Thomas, 2011).  

Moreover, a complex having an extended aromatic ligand, [Ru(bpy)2(dppn)]2+ where 

dppn = benzo[i]dipyrido-[3,2-a:20,30-c]phenazine was developed by Wolfl et al. It 

exhibited significant anticancer activity (IC50 =3.3 M) against the MCF-7 cell line. 

Its effectiveness  was corelated to its ability to modify cell membrane function and 

adhesion characteristics (Schatzschneider et al., 2008). 

 In another study, Wong and its group synthesized an effective antiproliferative 

agent, [Ru(phen)2(p-MOPIP)]2+ where p-MOPIP = 2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1H-

imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenanthroline. It successfully  induced caspase-dependent and 

mitochondria-mediated apoptosis in cancer cells (Chen, Liu, Zheng, Liu, & Wong, 

2010).  

On another note, Polypyridyl Ruthenium (II) complexes have been of a great interest 

in the recent developments in PACT and PDT as well. Ideally these complexes should 

have low toxicity in the dark, but should cause apoptosis at low concentrations upon 

light activation (Li et al., 2018).  

 

7.4.4.1. Polypyridyl ruthenium(II) complexes and PDT 

The complexes should be administered locally or systematically, then irradiated with 

low energy light which will trigger cell death mostly through production of ROS (Li 

et al., 2018).  

McFarland et al. developed such polypyridyl ruthenium complexes containing 

pyrenylethynylene as photosensitizers. These exhibited good phototoxicity and 

cytotoxicity. They were highly reactive even in low oxygen conditions due to their 

long excited-state lifetimes and their PI values exceeded 1700 in HL60 cells (Lincoln 

et al., 2013). 

Moreover, many more Ruthenium complexes were active within sub-micromolar 

range in metastatic and resistant melanoma cells. 

Gasser and co-workers reported that a ruthenium complex having a tris(4,40-

bis[(trimethylamino)methyl]-2,20-bipyridine) ligand. This ligand allowed drug 

accumulation in lysosomes instead of the mitochondria which was ideal to inhibit dark 

toxicity. Indeed,  the dark IC50s were > 300 M while the light IC50 was 1.5 M and 

phototoxicity was significant (Joshi et al., 2014).  
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In another study, Gunnlaugsson et al described [Ru(TAP)2(pdppz)]2+ where TAP 

=tetraazaphenanthrene and pdppz = [2,3h]dipyrido[3,2a:20,30c]phenazine. It was 

inactive in dark conditions but upon light activation it cause ROS-mediated apoptosis 

at low micromolar concentrations because the dppz ligand enhanced DNA 

intercalation (Cloonan et al., 2015). 

Bonnet et al. synthesized a ruthenium complex having a glucose moiety, 

[Ru(tpy)(dppn)L3]2+ where L3 = 2-(2-(2-(methylthio)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl-b-

glucopyranoside. The complex was highly uptaken by cancer cells that overexpressed 

glucose transporters. Therefore, the complex targeted the mitochondria and was highly 

cytotoxic upon irradiation (Lameijer, Lucien N., Hopkins, Brevé, Askes, & Bonnet, 

2016).  

Furthermore, Chao and his group synthesized a glutathione activated ruthenium-azo 

photosensitizer. The dinuclear ruthenium complex [(DIP)2Ru(l-azobpy)Ru(DIP)2]4+ 

was linked to a 4,400-azobis-(2,20-bipyridine) or azobpy ligand. This ligand was 

reduced by the abundant glutathione in cancer cells which allowed photoactivation of 

the whole compound to produce ROS.  Thus phototoxicity was achieved under a low-

energy excitation of two photons (Huang et al., 2015).  

 

7.4.4.2. Polypyridyl ruthenium(II) complexes and PACT 

Polypyridyl ruthenium complexes with distorted octahedral geometries are great 

candidates for photodissociation because of the decreased ligand field splitting and 

thus the faster ligand dissociation (Campagna, Puntoriero, Nastasi, Bergamini, & 

Balzani, 2007). Ligand ejection happens upon accession and population of the 3d-d 

state from the excited 3MLCT state. Once ligands are ejected, Ru aqua complexes are 

able to bind DNA in a similar manner to cisplatin (Durham, Caspar, Nagle, & Meyer, 

1982).  

Bonnet and co-workers developed such complexes. For instance, a complex having 

[Ru(tpy)(N-N)]2+ where {N-N = 6,60 -dimethyl-2,20 -bipyridine or 2,20 -biquinoline} 

scaffolded to 4-[({[4-(2-methyl-2- propanyl)phenyl]sulfonyl}amino)methyl]-N-(3-

pyridinyl)benzamide, a known cytotoxic nicotinamide phospho- ribosyltransferase 

(NAMPT) inhibitor was described by the group. Upon irradiation with red light in 

hypoxic tissues, the NAMPT inhibitor was released in its active form. The strategy of 

scaffolding the NAMPT enzyme inhibitor to the Ru complex was a rescue from the 
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severe side effects associated with introducing the enzyme inhibitor alone (Lameijer, 

L. N. et al., 2017).  

Similarly, Glazer et al. reported a photocaged ruthenium complex [Ru(bpy)2L2]2+  

where L is the P450 inhibitor.  The compound released both a DNA-damaging metal 

center and a P450 inhibitor upon light irradiation (Zamora et al., 2017). 

Moreover, Khnayzer et al. have been working on such compounds. For example, they 

synthesized [Ru(bpy)2(Me2phen)]2+ where Me2phen = 2,9-dimethyl- 1,10-

phenanthroline. The Me phen ligand dissociated upon light activation to form an aqua 

complex and the liberated Me2phen was very efficient. Whereas, [Ru(bpy)2Cl2], a 

precursor to [Ru(bpy)2(H2O)2]2+, was ineffective (IC50 > 100 M) in both light and 

dark conditions (Azar et al., 2017).  

Yet, a strained [Ru(bipy)2(BC)]Cl2 (where bipy=2,20-bipyridine and 

BC=bathocuproine) along with the unstrained control [Ru(bipy)2(phen)]Cl2 (where 

phen=1,10-phenanthroline) were synthesized by the same group. The strained 

complex dissociated readily unlike the unstrained complex and was highly uptaken by 

cancer cells. It also exhibited significant photocytotoxicity upon light activation which 

was attributed to the Ru aqua complex and not the ejected ligand (bipy). It was the 

most effective against B16-F10 melanoma cells (PI>800) and it interacted with DNA 

causing apoptosis (Mehanna, Mansour, Audi, Bodman-Smith, Mroueh et al., 2019b).  

Another studied complex by the group was [Ru(bipy)2(dpphen)]Cl2  where bipy= 2,2’-

bipyridine and dpphen =2,9-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline. Upon excitation with 

visible light, [Ru(bipy)2(dpphen)]Cl2 dissociated into a Ru aqua complex and 

exhibited high phototoxicity while the unstrained control [Ru(bipy)2(phen)]Cl2 didn’t 

have an anticancer activity (Mansour, 2018). These studies emphasized the potential 

of sterically-crowded polypyridyl ruthenium(II) complexes as photoactivatable 

chemotherapeutic agents. 
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8. Aim of this study 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the anticancer activity of four synthesized and 

characterized photoactivatable Polypyridyl Ruthenium(II) complexes: 

[Ru(bpy)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C1), [Ru(phen)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C2), [Ru(BP)2dmbpy]Cl2 (C3) and 

[Ru(BPS)2dmbpy]Na2 (C4).  

The cellular uptake and lipophilicity of these complexes were tested along with their 

cytotoxic (IC50) on MDA-MB-231 (triple negative breast cancer) and A549 (non-

small-cell lung cancer) cells. The most active complex was further subjected to 

mechanistic analyses to reveal the mechanism of action involved using MDA-MB-

231. Its cancer selectivity was also studied by assessing its cytotoxicity on 

mesenchymal stem cells extracted from rat bone marrow. 

 

  

Figure 10: Chemical structure of compounds 1-4. 
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Chapter two 

Materials and methods 

 

1. Reagents  

Dowex-22: Chloride coated beads, DMEM: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium, 

with 4.5 g/L glucose / L-glutamine / sodium bicarbonate / sodium pyruvate, liquid, 

sterile-filtered, for cell culture, PBS, Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline, 1X, with 

MgCl2 and CaCl2, sterile, for cell culture, Methanol, Octanol and Trypsin-EDTA, with 

phenol red, 1X were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA; Penicillin-

Streptomycin solution for cell culture, 10K/10K stock, 10,000 U/mL Pen/Strep and 

Fetal Bovine Serum, Heat Inactivated, sterile-filtered, suitable for cell culture from 

AGBL; LC-MS grade water, Acetonitrile, DMSO and Formic acid from Fisher 

Chemical; Cell Proliferation Reagent WST-1 from Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, 

IN, USA; Anti-beta actin antibody, rabbit polyclonal, suitable for: WB, species 

reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Anti- cleaved caspase-3 antibody, rabbit monoclonal, 

suitable for: WB, species reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Anti-cleaved PARP-1, rabbit, 

Anti-Bax antibody, rabbit monoclonal, suitable for: WB, species reactivity: mouse, 

rat, human, Anti-BCl-2 antibody, rabbit monoclonal, suitable for: WB, species 

reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Anti-PERK antibody, rabbit monoclonal, suitable for: 

WB, species reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Anti-ERK antibody, rabbit monoclonal, 

suitable for: WB, species reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Anti-cytochrome C antibody, 

rabbit monoclonal, suitable for: WB, species reactivity: mouse, rat, human, Goat anti-

Rabbit secondary antibody, HRP Conjugate from Abcam, Cambridge, USA. 

 

2. Kits and Solutions 

• DCFDA cellular ROS assay kit (Abcam, Cambridge, USA) 

• Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Staining / Detection Kit (Abcam, Cambridge, USA) 
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• RIPA buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40) 

or 0.1% Triton X-100 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate 

(SDS), 1 mM sodium orthovanadate 

• Resolving gel (10%): 8 ml type 2 water, 6,6 ml 30 % acrylamide, 5ml buffer 

pH=8.8, 100 μL 20 % SDS, 200 μL 10 % APS,10 μL TEMED for 2 gels. 

• Stacking gel (10%): 4.2 ml type 2 water, 1.275 ml 30 % acrylamide, 1.875 ml 

buffer pH=6.8, 37.5 μL 10 % SDS, 75 μL 10 % APS, 7.5 μL TEMED for 2 gels. 

• Loading buffer (2x Laemmli buffer): 4% SDS, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 20% 

glycerol, 0.004% bromophenol blue, 0.125 M Tris-HCl 

• Running buffer: 25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS  

• Transfer buffer: 25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine, 20% methanol  

• Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST) buffer: 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20  

• Blocking buffer: 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBST  

 

3. Compound preparation 

Each of the compounds (30 mg) was dissolved in 1 ml LC-MS grade water. Compound 

C4 was completely soluble in water however compounds C1, C2 and C3 were not. In 

order to make them water soluble, they had to be converted from the PF6 salt form into 

Cl2 salts through counter-ion exchange using Dowex-22 (Sigma Aldrich; Missouri, 

USA).  

 

3.1. Counter-ion exchange 

Around one spatula of Dowex-22 beads was washed with LC-MS grade water and 

then was added to each solution in a beaker. The beaker was covered with parafilm 

and aluminum foil to prevent light exposure and placed over night on the shaker on 

medium speed (30 rpm). The second day, C1, C2 and C3 were successfully exchanged 

into a Cl2 salt and thus made fully soluble in water. For cellular uptake and 

lipophilicity experiments, the water dissolved compounds were used after determining 

their concentrations by UV-Vis. For all other experiments, water was dried out under 

reduced pressure by Rota-Vap then compounds were dissolved in DMSO and then 

their concentration was determined by UV-Vis. 
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3.2. UV-Vis 

Absorbance measurements (Quartz cuvettes) were made using the Cary 60 UV-Vis 

machine from Agilent technologies. The appropriate solvent was used as a blank. 

Absorbance was recorded in the UV/Vis spectrum and the highest absorbance 

recorded for the MLCT band was used to calculate the compound concentration by 

the following formula: 𝐴 =  × 𝐶 × 𝑙 (where A=absorbance, =extinction coefficient 

of the compound, l= length of the cuvette =1 cm, C= concentration in Molar M. 

 

4. Octanol-water partition (lipophilicity) 

Log P values, where P is the water–octanol partition coefficient, were measured using 

a slightly modified literature procedure (Al Hageh et al., 2018). 2 mg of the 

compounds were dissolved in 1 mL of water saturated with octanol. Then, 1 mL of 

octanol saturated with water was added and the mixtures were shaken at 1400 rpm for 

1 h at room temperature. After that, centrifugation at 4300 rpm for 10 min allowed the 

separation of the two phase solutions, an upper phase with an octanol solvent and a 

lower phase with water solvent. The syringe was washed with octanol-saturated water 

prior to the aqueous phase aspiration, and water-saturated octanol prior to the octanol 

phase aspiration. The aqueous phase was aspirated using a glass syringe and air was 

expelled while the needle was passed through the octanol phase to prevent octanol 

contamination. Then, the octanol phase was aspirated. The concentration of each 

compound in each phase was determined by UV-Vis. The log P values were calculated 

accordingly: log 𝑃 = log(
𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙

𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
) . 

 

5. Cellular uptake 

The analysis was performed in A549 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. About a million 

cells were plated in each well of 6 well plates. Cells were treated with the 4 compounds 

(3 μM) for 1 minute, 1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours after which they 

were washed 3 times with 1.5% DMSO in PBS. Cells were then harvested by scraping 

in 1 ml acetonitrile and lysed by sonication using an ultrasonic homogenizer (Model 

300 V/T from Biologic, Inc) set at medium power for 50 seconds. Homogenates were 

centrifuged (13000 rpm) for 10 minutes and the supernatants were collected in LC-
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MS vials. LC-MS/MS analysis was run under isocratic method at the positive mode 

for C1, C2 and C3 using 95% methanol/5% water solvent. C4 was run on negative 

mode using 70% methanol/30% (0.1 % formic acid) water solvent. The solvent flow 

rate was set at 0.2 ml/min. The uptake was reported as nmol/106 cells. 

 

6. Mesenchymal stem cell extraction from rats 

A 12-weeks old rat was obtained from the animal facility at the Lebanese American 

University. Animals were maintained under optimal laboratory conditions of 

temperature and humidity and food and water were available ad libitum. The rat was 

sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation and both hind legs were aseptically removed. Femoral 

and tibial bones were then isolated and washed with EtOH and 1 % PBS. The bone 

marrows were flushed out using a needle filled with DMEM containing 10% FBS and 

1.5 % pen-strep. Collected cells were then cultured in a 75 cm2 flask and incubated at 

37 °C with 5% CO2.  After 48 h of incubation, cells were washed with PBS to remove 

non-adherent cells and the medium was changed frequently until cells reached high 

confluency (around 90 %). MSCs were identified by their spindle-shaped morphology 

as observed under inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE300). 

 

7. Cytotoxicity assay 

Three cell lines were used in this study: A549, MDA-MD-231 and mesenchymal stem 

cells extracted from rat bones. Cells were grown in DMEM containing 10% FBS and 

2 % of penicillin/streptomycin and incubated in a humidified chamber at 37 °C and 

5% CO2. Cells were plated and treated in 96 well cell culture flat bottom plates at a 

concentration of 10000 cells/ml. All four complexes along with their ligand and 

cisplatin were tested for their cytotoxicity after being added to the cells at 

concentrations ranging from 150 μM to 0.02 μM (3x serial dilution). One plate of cells 

was exposed, 12 hour post drug addition, to blue LED light irradiation for 30 minutes 

while the other was kept in dark conditions. After 72 hours, 10 μL of WST-1 (Roche 

Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA), a cell proliferation reagent was added to each 

well. After an hour, absorbance was measured at 450 nm using the Varioskan™ LUX 

Multimode microplate reader (Thermo Fisher).  
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8. ROS detection 

The DCFDA / H2DCFDA cellular ROS Assay Kit (Abcam, Cambridge, USA) was 

used to detect reactive oxygen species in treated cells. A 25x105 cells/mL of MDA-

MB-231 cells in DMEM were plated in 96 well plates. Cells were treated with 3 and 

5 μM of C3 and C4. After 12 hours, cells were washed with the kit buffer and stained 

with DCFDA for 45 minutes then washed again. Phenol red free media was added and 

one plate was exposed to blue light for 15 minutes while the other was in the dark. 

Plates were then placed in the incubator for 1 hour. Fluorescence was then measured 

using the Varioskan™ LUX Multimode microplate reader (Thermo Fisher) at 

excitation/emission: 485/535. 

 

9. Western blot analysis 

MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with the IC50 concentration of C3. Blue irradiation 

was performed 12 hours post drug addition. 72 hours post treatment, cells were 

collected on ice, washed with PBS, lysed with lysis RIPA buffer and centrifuged at 

13000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was collected and 9% beta-

mercaptoethanol 2 X Laemli loading buffer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) was added 

in a 1:2 ratio to the samples. The samples were heated at 100 °C for 5 minutes using a 

thermomixer, and the protein concentration was determined by the Bio-Rad protein 

assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Proteins were diluted accordingly to obtain a 

final concentration of 20 ng of protein in each well. 

The stacking and resolving gels were prepared inside a short glass clamped to a 1.5 

mm spacer plate on a casting frame. The gels were then placed in the SDS-page 

cassettes, running buffer was added and the combs were removed. Equal 

concentrations of the proteins (20 ng) were loaded in the well of the stacking gel and 

5 μl of ladder was added to the first well. Gel Electrophoresis was run for 30 minutes 

on 80 V and then for 1 hour on 120 V. 

Proteins were transferred from the gels to PVDF membranes (Pall Corporation, Ann 

Arbor, USA) using a semi-dry blotter. After immersion of the gels, the membranes 

and the thick pads in transfer buffer for 15 minutes. A sandwich of pad, membrane, 

gel, pad was made and placed in a cassette in a Transblot machine (Bio-Rad, Hercules, 

CA, USA) set at 1A for 30 minutes.  
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The membranes were removed and blocked with blocking buffer (1× TBS, 0.1% 

Tween-20, 5% BSA) for 1 hour. They were then probed with primary antibodies for 

-Actin, Pro-caspase 3, Erk, p-Erk, Bax, Bcl-2 (Abcam, Cambridge, USA) at 4 ºC 

overnight. The primary antibodies were then washed away with TBS-T three times for 

10 minutes and the membranes were treated with either rabbit or mouse horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP)-coupled secondary antibodies (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 1 hour, 

and washed with TBS-T for 10 minutes 3 times afterwards.  

Detection of proteins was performed using the chemiluminescence ECL kit (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, CA, USA). A 1:1 solution of Clarity Western Peroxide Reagent and Clarity 

Western Luminol/Enhancer Reagent were added to the membranes in the dark. After 

2 minutes, blot images were obtained with the Bio-Rad ChemiDoc imaging instrument 

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Band intensities were quantified and reported by a 

ratio of protein of interest/actin using the Image Lab software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, 

USA). 

 

10. Cell death analysis 

Analyzing cell death and determining its type was done using Annexin V-fluorescin 

Isothiocyanate (Annexin V-FITC) and PI staining (Apoptosis Detection Kit, Abcam, 

29 Cambridge, USA). MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with IC50 concentration of the 

compound C3 in 6 well plates. Light irradiation was performed after 12 hours. After 

24, 48 and 72 hours, 400 cells were harvested from each condition by scrapping on 

ice and collected along with their supernatant. After centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 5 

minutes and throwing the supernatant, cells were incubated in 200 μL of binding 

buffer containing 2 μL annexin and 2 μL PI provided by the kit for 5 minutes in the 

dark. Samples were then analyzed using the GUAVA Easycyte flow cytometer 

(Millipore, USA).  

 

11. Statistical analysis 

Results were plotted as mean of 3 independent experiments ± SEM. Comparison of 

each group with the control was determined via 2-way ANOVA. A significant 
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difference between groups was considered statistically significant if p-value < 0.05. 

GraphPad prism was used to evaluate statistics. 
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Chapter three 

Results 
 

1. Octanol- water partition coefficient of the 4 

compounds 

The octanol/water partition coefficient Log P values of the 4 compounds were 

measured (table 1). Compound C1, C2 and C4 had a negative Log P value which 

indicates their hydrophilic nature. Only C3 had a positive value reflecting its 

hydrophobic nature. Log P values are reported along with the extinction coefficients 

of the compounds which are indicators of their photo dissociative ability. The 

molecules possessing 1,10-phenanthroline (C2-C4) framework and C1 which has a 

2,2’-bipyridiyl presented high molar extinction coefficient (>12,000 M-1cm-1) 

attributed to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorption bands leading to 

visible light absorption properties. 

 

Table 1: Extinction coefficients; wavelength at maximum absorption in the visible 

spectrum, and octanol/water partition coefficients Log P values of C1-C4. 

Compound Extinction 

coefficient ε 

(M-1 cm-1) 

Wavelength  

λmax (nm) 

Log P 

[Ru(bpy)2dmbpy]Cl2 or C1 12,000 455 -2.95 ± 0.13 

[Ru(phen)2dmbpy]Cl2 or C2  21,000 453 -2.08 ± 0.01 

[Ru(BP)2dmbpy]Cl2 or C3 16,500 468 0.42 ± 0.13 

[Ru(BPS)2dmbpy]Na2 or C4 18,500 467 -3.10 ± 0.11 

  

2. Absorption spectra of the 4 compounds 

The absorption spectra of the compounds dissolved in DMSO were measured by 

UV/Vis (figure 11). All compounds absorb in the UV region (π→π* ligand transitions) 

as well as the region between 400 and 600 nm assigned to the metal-to-ligand charge 
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Table 2:  Intracellular concentration of the four compounds (M) in both cell lines 

along with the ratio of intracellular/extracellular compound concentration. 

 
 

 

 

A549 MDA-MB-231 

Intracellular Conc 

(M) 

Ratio (In/Out)  Intracellular Conc 

(M ) 

Ratio (In/Out) 

C1(bpy) 175 ± 32 58 ± 11 54 ± 6 18 ± 2 

C2 (phen) 58 ± 1 19 ± 4 25 ± 4 9 ± 1 

C3 (BP) 1771 ± 12 590 ± 4 1810 ± 55 603 ± 18 

C4 (BPS) 134 ± 1 45 ± 1 --- --- 

 

4. Cell survival 

MDA-MB-231 cells and A549 cells were treated with a range of concentration of the 

4 compounds along with the free ligand and cisplatin as controls. The graphs for cell 

survival (figure 14 and 15) were plotted in both dark and light conditions. In addition, 

the IC50 of the compounds in MDA-MB-231 and A549 cell lines were measured in 

both dark and light conditions (table 2). C1 and C4 showed a relatively high IC50 

compared to C2 and C3, C3 being the most potent of all 4 in all conditions. All of the 

compounds showed statistically significant difference in the IC50 between dark and 

light conditions except C1. They all displayed lower IC50 hence higher efficacy in 

light conditions. 

In A549, C2, C3 and C4 presented significant difference between IC50 dark and IC50 

light but C1 did not. In MDA-MB-231, only C2 and C3 showed significant difference 

between IC50 dark and IC50 light. The highest concentration used of 150 M achieved 

near complete loss of cell survival for all compounds except the free ligand control. 

While at the lowest concentration used in the assay (0.022 M), cell survival was near 

unity with all tested compounds. Non-linear regression was used to deduce the IC50 

values from the reported graphs. 
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Table 2: IC50 values (M) of C1-C4 along with IC50 of the positive control cisplatin 

and the free ligand control. The IC50 values were measured on MDA-MB-231 and 

A549 cell lines in both dark and light conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
        MDA-MB-231              A549 

Dark Light Dark Light 

C1 (bpy) >100 >100 12.94 ± 0.43 13.84 ± 3.57 

C2 (phen) 49.26 ± 2.97 18.22± 4.30* 17.42 ± 2.39 2.90 ± 0.83* 

C3 (bp) 4.72 ± 0.33 0.74 ± 0.20* 6.03 ± 0.89 1.25 ± 0.17* 

C4 (bps) >100 44.55± 8.45* 89.30 ± 3.59 21.89± 4.53* 

Cisplatin 26.55 ± 2.45 22.55 ± 1.98 9.14 ± 2.25 13.41 ± 0.37 

* indicates statistically significant difference (p <0.05) between light and dark IC50 
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8. Flow cytometry 

Flow cytometric analysis was performed on MDA-MB-231 cells after a total of 72 h 

of treatment. Ctrl dark samples were neither treated with C3 nor exposed to light; Ctrl 

light samples were not treated with C3 but exposed to light; Cisplatin samples were 

treated with 20 M of cisplatin; C3 dark samples were treated with 1.5 M of C3 and 

kept in dark; C3 light samples were treated with 1.5 M of C3 and light activated.  

The quadrants were considered as follow:  

• Lower left: Annexin negative and PI negative 

• Lower right: Annexin positive and PI negative 

• Upper left: Annexin negative and PI positive 

• Upper right: Annexin positive and PI positive (Crowley, Marfell, Scott, & 

Waterhouse, 2016a)  

C3 dark, cisplatin and C3 light samples exhibited increased Annexin positive and PI 

positive percentages compared to the controls. Cisplatin, C3 dark and Ctrl light 

showed slight increase in Annexin and PI staining compared to Ctrl Dark cells. 

However, upon light activation, C3 caused a significant increase in lower right (29 %) 

and upper light (26 %) cells. Data are presented in figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Flow cytometry analysis of MDA-MB-231 cells treated with either C3 

(with or without light activation) or cisplatin.: A) Ctrl Dark B) C3 Dark C) Ctrl light 

D) C3 light E) Cisplatin 
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Chapter Four 

Discussion 
 

In the scope of targeted therapy, photoactivatable Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes with 

distorted octahedral geometry have a promising future owing to their relative 

inactivity in dark and photodissociation into potent chemotherapeutic molecules upon 

visible light activation (Howerton, Heidary, & Glazer, 2012). Four photoactivatable 

polypyridyl Ru(II) compounds were synthesized and characterized. These compounds 

incorporated the same photolabile 6,6’-dimethyl-2,2’-bipyridine (dmbpy) ligand 

having methyl groups that caused distortion in the octahedral geometry of the 

complex. However, different ancillary ligands with different polarities were 

incorporated in each of the four compounds. Photodissociation occurred when these 

compounds were subjected to activation by visible light leading to the formation of 

Ru aqua complexes and the free dmbpy ligands. The strained complexes possess lower 

ligand field splitting in an octahedral field and subsequently undergo a facile 

population of the dissociative triplet metal-centered state (3dd) from the triplet metal-

to-ligand charge transfer band (3MLCT) excited state (Bonnet, 2018).  

The absorbance spectra of the compounds displayed maximum absorbance in the UV 

region (280 nm) attributed to the intra-ligand  →* transition. They also featured 

another peak absorbance at around 450 nm where the MLCT excitation occurred. This 

intense and broad absorbance of blue light was the rationale for using a LED light 

system with a peak wavelength of 460 nm (light output ca. 100 mW/cm2) in the 

photobiological and photochemical experiments as the light source. Yet to apply the 

light activation strategy in vivo, it is important to take into consideration the variation 

of penetrance of the light through the different tissues. For instance, in superficial 

tumors, the blue wavelength used in this study could be appropriate. However in 

deeper mammalian tissues, an activation wavelength of 620-850 nm has a better 

phototherapeutic window since it has better penetrance (Szaciłowski, Macyk, 

Drzewiecka-Matuszek, Brindell, & Stochel, 2005). This implies that the compounds 

investigated could be better suited for superficial tumors. 

In this study, the physical and chemical properties, including hydrophobicity, of the 

four compounds were identified. Cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of the different 
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compounds were assessed and then the most potent compound was investigated for 

the mechanism of cell death. 

Log P values, indicators of hydrophobicity, were recorded for all compounds. 

Hydrophobicity is an important factor that dictates cellular uptake. For instance, a 

study found that 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline, a hydrophobic ancillary ligand, 

enhanced the cellular uptake of a Ru complex in HeLa cells (Puckett & Barton, 2007). 

Lipophilic ligands also ameliorated the uptake of many platinum (II) complexes in 

MCF-7 cells (Ghezzi, Aceto, Cassino, Gabano, & Osella, 2004). 

Here, the lipophilicity significantly influenced the cellular uptake of the different 

compounds. C3 with the most positive log P value (0.42 0.13), underwent the highest 

cellular uptake that reached a maximum of  2.9 nmol/million cells in MDA-MB-231 

and 3.03 nmol/million cells in A549. On the other hand, C4, the most hydrophilic 

compound (log P= -3.10 0.11) displayed low intracellular concentration in A549 

(0.52 nmol/million cells) and a negligible uptake in MDA-MB-231. C1 and C2, 

having a comparable negative Log P and a more hydrophilic nature relative to C3, 

exhibited comparable uptake in both cell lines which was significantly lower than that 

of C3 but higher than that of C4.  

Since all compounds possessed the same Ru core and dissociating ligand dmbpy, the 

variation in hydrophobicity was attributed to the variation in the ancillary ligand. C3 

contained a hydrophobic BP (bathophenanthroline) ligand with two phenyl groups 

covalently bound on the 4,7 positions of the 1,10-phenathroline ligands which 

contributed to the hydrophobicity of the compound. On the other hand, C4 had the 

same BP ligand along with 4 sulfonate (-SO3
-) groups (BPS ligand) that rendered the 

complex significantly more polar. The BPS ligand in C4 resembled amphiphilic 

structures because it had polar sulfonate groups at the surface of the hydrophobic BP 

core. Such amphiphilic structures have been investigated as potential 

chemotherapeutic agents. For example, some amphiphilic Iridium complexes were 

shown to get embedded in cell membrane and induce cytotoxicity (Xiang et al., 2017; 

Yosuke Hisamatsu et al., 2016).  

From the cellular uptake, we were able to deduce the intracellular concentration of 

each compound and its intracellular to extracellular ratio. C3 had the most intracellular 

accumulation compared to the others. After 24 hours, its intracellular concentration 

reached 1771 M in A549 and 1810 M in MDA-MB-231 which is more than 500 
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folds the extracellular concentration (3 M). This high intracellular accumulation of 

C3 indicates that its uptake is mainly mediated by active transport. A similar pattern 

of high intracellular accumulation was previously reported in the strained 

[Ru(bipy)2(BC)]Cl2  where BC=bathocuproine (Mehanna, Mansour, Audi, Bodman-

Smith, Mroueh et al., 2019a). 

As anticipated, the polarity and cellular uptake of the compounds greatly influenced 

their cytotoxicity on cancer cell lines. In cytotoxicity experiments, C1 showed low 

toxicity in MDA-MB-231(IC50>100 M) but some toxicity in A549 (Light IC50=12.6) 

with no significant difference between dark and light conditions. This went hand in 

hand with its relatively low cellular uptake and negative log P value. This compound 

has been characterized before by Bonnet et al. (Cuello-Garibo, Jordi, Meijer, & 

Bonnet, 2017). The group found that because of its hydrophilic nature and low cellular 

uptake, the compound was mildly effective. They evaluated the cytotoxicity of the 

ejected dmbpy ligand and found that cytotoxicity was majorly caused by this ligand 

and not the aquated Ru complex (Cuello-Garibo, Jordi-Amat, Meijer, & Bonnet, 

2017). These reported results are in line with our data that indicated that dmbpy control 

is cytotoxic and can contribute to the cytotoxicity of some strained Ru complexes. 

C2’s photochemistry was reported by Sauvage et al. (Laemmel, Collin, & Sauvage, 

1999). It presented relatively low IC50s especially in A549 (2.75 M) and high PI 

values. Although C2 had comparable hydrophilicity and cellular uptake to C1, it 

presented better cytotoxicity. This difference in anti-cancer effect between the two 

compounds could be explained by the different DNA interaction ability of the phen 

and bpy ligands. Phen has been shown to have stacking interactions with nucleobases 

of DNA in previously studied compounds while bpy was previously reported as having 

only electrostatic interactions with DNA and no intercalation (Hiort, Norden, & 

Rodger, 1990; Pyle et al., 1989).  

In the dark, C3 presented the highest cytotoxicity of all compounds in both cell lines 

(4.72 M in MDA-MB-231 and 6.03 M in A549). Upon light activation, it also 

presented the highest cytotoxicity (0.74 M in MDA-MB-231 and 1.25 M in A549). 

In addition, C3 displayed the highest PI on both cell lines (6.6 in MDA-MB-231 and 

4.6 in A549). C4 was the least effective of all complexes. Its light IC50s were relatively 

high (44.55 M in MDA-MB-231 and 21.89 M in A549) which aligns well with its 

high polarity and low cellular uptake.  
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Cisplatin, a platinum chemotherapeutic drug, was shown to mediate anticancer power 

through apoptotic pathways, DNA damage, oxidative stress and inflammation. It 

currently remains an important versatile chemotherapeutic effective in several cancer 

cases. However cisplatin use is associated with resistance by some types of cancers 

including triple negative breast cancer MDA-MB-231 used in our study (Heijink et 

al., 2019). Cisplatin was used as a control since it was important to compare the 

toxicity and mechanism of action of cisplatin to the investigated ruthenium 

compounds. The IC50s of cisplatin were comparable in light and dark conditions in 

both cell lines which was an affirmation that blue light activation did not affect its 

toxicity. The IC50s values of cisplatin were similar to the literature (Dai et al., 2015; 

Heijink et al., 2019) and they were higher than that of C2 and C3 in both cell lines. 

Phototoxicity indices (PI) are the ratio of the IC50 in the dark to the IC50 upon light 

irradiation (Lim & Paek, 2014). The lowest PI was for C1 which indicates its poor 

phototoxicity. The PI values for C2, C3 and C4 were relatively higher than C1 while 

IC50s of C4 were very high compared to C3. This high phototoxicity (C2: 6.1, C3: 

6.6, C4: 4.2) even in the relatively ineffective C4 could be explained by many factors. 

The dissociated dmbpy ligand upon photoactivation could be the primary cause of 

phototoxicity. This pattern is seen in previously studied photoactivated Ru compounds 

(Azar et al., 2017; Cuello-Garibo et al., 2017). Another explanation for this high 

phototoxicity could be the creation of reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress in 

light conditions that are responsible for cell death. In our study, the dmbpy ligand 

showed some mild cytotoxicity on A549 and MDA-MB-231 while ROS production 

was significant in C3 and C4 treated cells. Thus we attributed this high PI to the 

dissociated ligand potency and ROS production together.  

Since many Ru aqua complexes were reported as DNA interactors, we suppose that 

these compounds light toxicity was mainly due to the formation of the toxic Ru aqua 

complex (Das, Sinha, Britto, Somasundaram, & Samuelson, 2013; Mehanna et al., 

2019). However the ejected dmbpy ligand and ROS contributed to the cytotoxicity as 

well. All these photoproducts could have worked synergistically leading to the high 

phototoxicity. Comparably, Turro et al, designed an Ru complex ([Ru-

(pydppn)(biq)(py)]2+ where pydppn=3-(pyrid-2-yl)benzo[i]dipyrido[3,2-a:2’,3’-

c]phenazine) that underwent both efficient ligand exchange and 1O2 production 

(Loftus et al., 2016). 
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ROS induction is the mechanism of many chemotherapeutic drugs such as platinum 

complexes, alkylating agents and taxanes (Conklin, 2004). ROS generation could 

either be caused by disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential or hindering of 

cell antioxidant systems. This ROS production could then lead to either apoptosis, 

autophagy or necrosis (Yang et al., 2018). Transition metal complexes widely cause 

ROS production and thus formation of hydroxyl radicals which induce oxidative 

adducts with DNA (Snezhkina et al., 2019). As previously mentioned, PDT works by 

generating ROS as well (Huang et al., 2015). C3 and C4 exhibited a pattern of 

increased PI. By quantifying their ROS production, we saw high ROS levels in treated 

and light activated samples which could be an indicator of the potential role of C3 and 

C4 as PDT agents by increasing oxidative stress. 

As C3 was the most effective compound, it was investigated for its effect on 

mesenchymal stem cells and for its potential mechanism of action. Rat mesenchymal 

stem cells (MSCs) were taken as a normal cell control to grasp the toxicity of the 

chosen drug on normal tissues and thus its selectivity. In the dark, the drug was 

relatively inactive (IC50=74 M) unlike in cancer cell lines where the drug was potent 

in dark conditions as well. Under light irradiation, the potency on normal cells was 

similar to that on the two cancer cell lines studied (0.9 M in MSCs, 0.75 M in MDA-

MB-231 and 1.25 M in A549). It is worth noting that in photochemotherapy, there is 

a possibility of spatial and temporal control of light exposure. Thus the selectivity of 

this drug was attributed to its photoactivation properties. Even if the drug is potent on 

cancer and normal cells upon irradiation; in the dark virtually only cancer cells are 

affected inferring selectivity on cancer cells in vitro.   

Cell death analysis was performed by flow cytometry. Annexin V and Propidium 

Iodide (PI) were used to confirm whether C3 induced cellular death in MDA-MB-231 

through necrosis or apoptosis. During apoptosis and necrosis, phosphatidylserine (PS), 

a lipid generally present on the inner side of the plasma membrane, flips to the outer 

side. Annexin V is a protein that can bind PS, thus it can detect apoptotic and necrotic 

cells. Co-staining with PI helps in the differentiation between apoptosis and necrosis 

because the PI stain can only enter necrotic cells (Crowley, Marfell, Scott, & 

Waterhouse, 2016b). C3 treated and light exposed cells were differentiated into two 

populations of cells in the analysis: one showing positive Annexin V and negative PI 

staining and another showing positive staining with both.  Thus we inferred that these 
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cells underwent early then late apoptosis. Treated cells kept in dark showed apoptosis 

as well but to lesser extent (11% vs 26% late apoptosis). Cisplatin, the positive control 

showed apoptosis as well but in relatively lower percentages. Thus C3 was a more 

potent apoptotic agent than cisplatin on MDA-MB-231. Several photoactivatable 

ruthenium complexes similarly activated apoptotic pathways. [Ru(phen)2(hbtz)][PF6] 

an octahedral Ru(II) polypyridyl complex showed high toxicity on A549 compared to 

Cisplatin. It was a pro-apoptotic agent that activated caspase 3 and 7 and the intrinsic 

pathway (Peña, Saha, Barhoumi, Burghardt, & Dunbar, 2018). Moreover, many Ru 

(II) complexes intercalated with DNA and triggered apoptosis (Xu et al., 2014; Zeng 

et al., 2017; Zhang, Chen, & Liang, 2010).  

In apoptosis, if the intrinsic pathway of apoptosis is triggered, Bax levels are increased 

and Bax translocates to the mitochondria to allow cytochrome release while the anti-

apoptotic Bcl2 levels decreases because it can bind Bax and prevent it from this 

translocation (D’Arcy, 2019). The ratio of Bax/Bcl2 is the ratio of the pro-apoptotic 

protein Bax over the anti-apoptotic Bcl2. If it is higher than one, the intrinsic apoptotic 

pathway might be triggered since the pro-apoptotic protein is expressed in more levels 

than the anti-apoptotic protein. This was the case in light activated C3 treated cells. 

These showed significantly higher Bax/Bcl2 ratio than the control in the dark. This 

observation could be an indicator of the role of the mitochondrial intrinsic pathway in 

the mechanism of action of C3. 

 Caspase 3 is the executioner caspase in apoptosis and the end point of both the 

intrinsic and extrinsic pathway (Elmore, 2007). However, it was found that apoptosis 

can occur in caspase-3 independent pathway (Tait et al., 2014). In our case, the levels 

of caspase-3 did not vary upon treatment with C3 which led us to consider the caspase-

3 independent apoptosis as a plausible mechanism of action. This form of apoptosis 

was previously reported in studied Ru(II) complexes. Lomzik et al. characterized 

Ru(II) compounds bearing 2,2’-bipyridine ligand substituted  with a semicarbazone 2-

formylopyridine moiety. These complexes were cytotoxic and pro-apoptotic through 

a caspase-3 independent mechanism (Łomzik et al., 2017).  

Erk1/Erk2 have been implicated in both cell survival and cell death pathways 

depending on their subcellular localization. In proliferation signaling, specifically 
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within the MAP kinase, Erk1/Erk2 activation by phosphorylation allows its 

translocation to the nucleus to provide transcription of growth specific proteins 

(Yamamoto et al., 2006). However, in cases of extensive DNA damage, cytoplasmic 

Perk has been shown to activate proteins leading to apoptosis with concomitant 

retention of Perk in the cytoplasm. For example, cisplatin was shown to increase Perk 

levels upon damaging DNA. ROS production could induce DNA damage that may 

lead to increase Perk levels (Mebratu & Tesfaigzi, 2009). In this study, Perk 

expression has shown a significant increase in C3 light samples. The elevated Perk in 

the cytoplasm, which was an apoptotic trigger, could be due to the DNA damage 

induced by Ru aqua complex as well as the production of ROS in the cellular medium. 
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Chapter five 

Conclusion 
 

 

We have investigated the activity of four photoactivatable and strained Polypyridyl 

Ruthenium (II) complexes on A549 and MDA-MB-231 cancer cell lines. We reported 

their hydrophobicity, their cellular uptake and cytotoxicity in both cell lines. C3 the 

most hydrophobic compound presented the highest cellular uptake and cytotoxicity in 

both cell lines upon light activation. It also exhibited no dark toxicity on MSCs, hence 

providing cancer selectivity. Mechanistic studies elucidated the apoptotic potential 

of C3. Cells treated with C3 and exposed to light showed early and late apoptosis by 

Annexin and PI staining. They also generated ROS and showed elevated PERK levels 

and Bax/Bcl2 ratios without significant change in caspase-3 levels. All in all, C3 could 

be a potent targeted drug with a caspase-3 independent apoptosis as a mode of action.  

The present study has characterized the activity of a series of photoactivatable anti-

cancer agents in vitro. In light of the observed promising activity of C3, future work 

is of great importance in order to investigate its mode of transport into cancer cells; 

whether it is through a carrier mediated active transport or receptor mediated 

endocytosis. In addition, the efficacy and safety of C3 in various animal models should 

investigated. The DMBA/TPA induced skin carcinogenesis tumor model and the 

DMBA breast cancer models are two good examples for such in vivo studies. Once 

the efficacy of complex C3 is established in vivo, pharmacokinetic studies would also 

be a necessity in order to reveal the half-life of the drug, its mode of excretion which 

could help in optimize drug dosage and delivery concurrent with light activation 

(Farrer, Salassa, & Sadler, 2009b). 
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